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ABSTRACT
The genetic analysis of life span has revealed many interesting genes and pathways; however, our

understanding of aging has been limited by the lack of a way to assay the aging process itself. Here we
show that the tissues of aging worms have a characteristic appearance that is easy to recognize and quantify
using Nomarski optics. We have used this assay to determine whether life-span mutations affect the rate of
aging, to identify animals that age more rapidly than normal, and to infer the cause of death in C. elegans.
Mutations that reduce insulin/IGF-1 signaling double the life span of C. elegans, and we find that tissue
decline is slowed in these mutants. Thus this endocrine system appears to influence the rate at which
tissues age. This effect extends even to the germline, which is the only mitotically active tissue in the adult.
We find that Nomarski microscopy also allows a ready distinction between short-lived mutants that age
more rapidly than normal and those that are simply sick, and we have identified an RNAi clone that confers
a dramatic rapid-aging phenotype. This clone encodes the C. elegans heat-shock factor (HSF), a transcription
factor that regulates the response to heat and oxidative stress. This suggests that heat-shock proteins,
many of which act as chaperones, may function in normal animals to slow the rate of aging. Finally, we
have identified a cause of death of C. elegans: namely, proliferating bacteria. This suggests that increased
susceptibility to bacterial infections contributes to mortality in these animals, just as it does in humans.

IN our daily lives, we unconsciously quantify aging by and autophagocytosis of cellular components. Its ubiq-
uitous occurrence in a variety of organisms makes it aevaluating the physical characteristics of an individ-

ual. Signs of aging are easy to recognize in humans: universal marker of aging.
Having a rapid way to monitor additional aspects ofpeople in their twenties look different from those in

the aging process would be useful in several ways. First,their fifties or eighties. Likewise, old and young Caeno-
it might help to elucidate the means by which mutationsrhabditis elegans look different when examined using a
affecting life span affect the process of aging itself. Inlow-power dissecting microscope. Old animals move
addition, it might provide a way to identify mutants thatmore slowly and become progressively more flaccid with
age more rapidly than normal. Finally, it might provideage. These changes are retarded in long-lived insulin/
clues about the causes of death in this animal. In thisIGF-1 signaling mutants, which remain active much longer
study, we have found that Nomarski differential interfer-than normal (Kenyon et al. 1993; Duhon and Johnson
ence contrast microscopy provides an effective, rapid,1995; Gems et al. 1998). Almost 30 years ago, electron
and convenient means of visualizing many features ofmicroscopic examination of C. briggsae, which is closely
tissue aging. We find that extensive tissue deteriorationrelated to C. elegans, revealed evidence of tissue degener-
takes place during aging, not only in the postmitotication in old individuals (Epstein et al. 1972). Although
somatic tissues of the animal, but also in a mitotic lin-these investigators did not examine animals of interme-
eage, the germline. As with old humans, this pattern ofdiate ages, their findings are consistent with the hypoth-
deterioration gives the animals a characteristic appear-esis that aging in worms involves a progressive decline in
ance that becomes easy to recognize.tissue integrity. In addition, intestinal autofluorescence,

The life span of C. elegans is regulated hormonallywhich is thought to be caused by lysosomal deposits of
by an insulin/IGF-1-like signaling pathway. Wild-typelipofuscin, accumulates with age in C. elegans (Klass 1977).
animals live just a few weeks; however, mutants withLipofuscin is a pigment that accumulates progressively
reduced activity of DAF-2, an insulin/IGF-1-like receptorin aging tissues as a result of the oxidative degradation
(Kimura et al. 1997), AGE-1, a PI 3 kinase (Morris et al.
1996), or downstream signaling components live more
than twice as long as normal (reviewed in Guarente and
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1993; Dorman et al. 1995; Larsen et al. 1995; Lin et al. results). By examining these animals with Nomarski op-
tics, we could see at once that four produced abnormal1997; Ogg et al. 1997). Loss-of-function mutations in daf-16

suppress the life-span extension of daf-2 and age-1 mu- phenotypes that did not resemble normal aging. In con-
trast, the fifth clone caused young animals to look thetants. In addition, they shorten the life span of otherwise

wild-type animals (Larsen et al. 1995; Lin et al. 2001). way they would normally look at a much older age. Thus
we believe that this technique does provide a way ofThus daf-16 activity is required for the longevity of wild-

type animals, as well as the longevity of insulin/IGF-1 eliminating many short-lived mutants from further con-
sideration as aging mutants. Interestingly, this fifthsignaling mutants.

At the cellular level, one can imagine several ways in clone encodes the C. elegans heat-shock factor (HSF), a
transcription factor that regulates the response to heatwhich insulin/IGF-1 signaling mutations could extend

life span. If nematodes die from a single lethal event and oxidative stress. This finding raises the possibility
that in normal animals the activation of this stress re-(analogous to a heart attack), then mutations in the

insulin/IGF-1 signaling pathway could extend life span sponse may slow down the rate of aging and allow the
animals to live much longer than would otherwise beby decreasing the probability of this event. Alternatively,

if nematodes, like humans, age in a progressive fashion possible.
The changes we observed in old animals may simplythat involves a decline in tissue integrity, a mutation

could extend life span by slowing the entire aging pro- correlate with age, as wrinkles do in humans, or they
may be a pathology that contributes directly to death.cess. The final possibility is a trivial one, namely, that

the commonly used N2 laboratory strain of C. elegans We observed that bacteria, C. elegans’ food source, often
accumulated in the pharynx and gut of worms nearhas suffered detrimental mutations that shorten life

span and that mutations in the daf-2 pathway correct death, and we hypothesized that the presence of prolif-
erating bacteria in the body of an aged worm mightthis defect. This is unlikely, however, because insulin/

IGF-1 pathway mutants live much longer than any of have a deleterious effect on its health. Accordingly, we
grew the animals on live bacteria that were unable tofour wild C. elegans strains (Hsin and Kenyon 1999).

In this study, we have developed a protocol for evaluat- proliferate and observed a sharp decrease in the fre-
quency of constipation and a 30–40% increase in meaning and quantifying age-related changes and used this

protocol to compare the tissues of wild-type animals to life span. We conclude that some feature of proliferating
bacteria, possibly their ability to cause infections in olderthose of long-lived and short-lived insulin/IGF-1 signal-

ing mutants over the course of their lives. Our findings animals, shortens the life span of this organism.
indicate that insulin/IGF-1 signaling influences life
span by changing the rate at which the tissues age and

MATERIALS AND METHODSthat this pathway governs the aging not only of the
postmitotic somatic cells, but of mitotic lineages as well. C. elegans strains used: The following strains were used: N2,

The pathways that govern many biological processes, daf-16(mu86)I, daf-2(e1370)III, daf-2(mu150)III, ced-3(n1286)IV,
such as the cell cycle, or the timing of developmental DH1033 bIs1[vit-2::gfp; rol-6]; sqt-1(sc103), daf-2(e1370)III; him-

5(e1490)V, CF512 fer-15(b26)II; fem-1(hc17)IV. daf-2(mu150) wasevents, include genes that function to advance the pro-
recovered from an EMS mutagenesis screen of �11,000 hap-cess, as well as genes that function to retard the process.
loid genomes in a temperature-sensitive sterile backgroundBecause of the difficulty of distinguishing mutations
[CF512 fer-15(b26)II; fem-1(hc17)IV; J. Apfeld, H. Hsin, B.

that cause progeria (accelerated aging) from mutations Albinder, B. Tsung, J. Dorman and C. Kenyon, unpublished
that kill the animal for reasons unrelated to aging, the data]. Dominance, complementation, and linkage tests using
analysis of life span relies mainly on a single class of the dauer phenotype were conducted by N. Oliveira, and comple-

mentation tests using the life-span phenotype were conductedregulatory genes: genes whose wild-type function is to
by N. Libina (Kenyon laboratory). C. Murphy outcrossed theshorten life span. Loss-of-function mutations in these
mutant and conducted preliminary life-span analysis.genes will extend life span. Thus, having a way to quickly Life-span analysis: Wild-type, daf-2, and daf-16 animals raised

identify rapidly aging mutants (many of which would at 20� were shifted to 25� at the L4 molt and transferred to
define genes whose wild-type function extends life span) new plates every other day thereafter until progeny production

ceased. Animals were judged to be dead when they no longerwould be very powerful. Several short-lived mutants that
responded to gentle prodding. Animals that crawled off theaccumulate lipofuscin granules more rapidly than nor-
plate, became desiccated on the sides of the plate, displayedmal have been postulated to age rapidly, on the basis extruded internal organs, or died from internally hatched

of this one age-related phenotype (Hosokawa et al. 1994). progeny were censored. Censored animals were incorporated
In this study, we have asked whether we might be able into the data set until the day of their disqualification, as

described previously (Apfeld and Kenyon 1999). Life-spanto use Nomarski microscopy as a way to decide whether
analysis of ced-3 mutant animals was conducted at 25� usinga short-lived mutant could have an accelerated-aging
the parental N2 strain from the Horvitz lab, kindly providedsyndrome. From a screen of a chromosome I bacterial
by Cori Bargmann, as a control. Life spans of wild-type animals

RNAi library (Fraser et al. 2000), we found five clones grown on bacteria expressing double-stranded RNA were de-
that shortened adult life span (A. Dillin, D. Garigan, termined at 20�. We used Statview 5.0.1 (SAS) software to

construct life-span curves and to determine means and percen-D. Crawford, J. Ramond and C. Kenyon, unpublished
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tiles. Throughout the article, the ages given refer to days of tional or drug-resistant OP50 was seeded onto NG plates and
allowed to grow for 2 days before the addition of 80 �l ofadulthood.

Photography of autofluorescence: Endogenous gut fluores- 0.5 m carbenicillin. C. elegans eggs were transferred to these
plates, and worms were transferred as necessary to similarcence was photographed using a 525-nm bandpass filter. Im-

ages were collected without automatic gain control in order plates. Carbenicillin-sensitive bacteria were periodically streaked
onto drug-containing and drug-free culture plates to ensureto preserve the relative intensity of different animals’ fluores-

cence. Two-, 5-, and 10-day-old adults were photographed on that they were not proliferating but were capable of recovery
on drug-free media. An identical procedure was followed forthe same day to avoid effects of light source variation on apparent

fluorescence intensity. life-span assays on kanamycin-sensitive and -resistant bacteria.
After treatment with 80 �l of 10 mm kanamycin, which is aVisualization of yolk: The vit-2::GFP fusion strain (see above)

was a kind gift of David Hirsch and Barth Grant. Animals were bactericide, drug-sensitive bacteria were streaked onto drug-
free plates to confirm that they had been killed. In theseallowed to age and were photographed using both Nomarski

optics and epifluorescence (525 nm). experiments, we examined fer-15(b26); fem-1(hc17) mutants at
25�. These animals do not produce progeny at this tempera-Nomarski analysis: Animals that had been cultured at 25�

were placed on a 2% agarose pad in M9 buffer containing 2 mm ture, thus simplifying the procedure.
UV treatment: To kill bacteria, NG plates seeded with OP50sodium azide and covered with a coverslip. Control experiments

indicated that sodium azide did not affect the age-related bacteria were exposed to 302 nm ultraviolet light for 30 min.
As a control, unseeded plates were also treated in this way andphenotypes we observed. Delicate older animals of all geno-

types occasionally ruptured and were lost during this process seeded subsequently. Bleached wild-type C. elegans eggs were
transferred to these plates and incubated at 25�. Worms were(�10%). Images were captured using a CCD camera coupled

to Universal Imaging’s MetaMorph Imaging System (version transferred as necessary to similar plates.
3.6). Image files were contrast balanced and rotated when
necessary using PhotoShop 5.0.

Quantification of tissue damage: C. elegans heads were pho- RESULTStographed as described above. In a blind experiment, photo-
graphs of heads were given a score of 1–5, with 1 representing Decline of tissue integrity in aging wild-type animals:
a youthful, unsullied appearance and 2–4 denoting low, me- Nomarski microscopy is commonly used to observe thedium, and high levels of overall deterioration. A rare score

development of C. elegans. In young animals, the nucleiof 5 was assigned to animals so deteriorated as to be nearly
and nucleoli of all cells are easy to see using this method.unrecognizable. Please note that there is no strict quantitative

relationship between the extent of damage in these different It is also possible to see the boundaries of many cells
classes: an animal receiving a score of 2 does not necessarily and tissues, such as the muscles, gonad, epidermal seam
have twice as much damage as an animal receiving a score of cells, and certain neurons. We observed that in young
1. Instead, this scoring system is more analogous to grading

adults the cells and tissues appeared similar to those ofof student exams, in which a grade of A–F is assigned on the
late juvenile stages, except that the nuclear boundariesbasis of relative performance. This system makes it possible

to carry out statistical analysis by nonparametric methods that were less distinct. This lack of definition became more
simply ask whether members of certain subgroups are more pronounced as the animals grew older. For example,
likely to receive low (or high) ranks than are members of by day 10, it was very difficult to see the nuclei of the
other subgroups. Figure 3 shows representative photographs epidermal cells (Figure 1A). (Throughout the article,of heads earning these scores.

the ages given refer to days of adulthood; for example,Photographs of germ cells in the distal gonad also were
“day 10” refers to the tenth day of adulthood.) Neuronalrated on a scale of 1–5 on the basis of these criteria. In addition,

these photographs were also assigned a cumulative value that nuclei, which have a wrinkled appearance, remained
represented the presence and extent of several of the corre- visible throughout the life of the animal, although they,
lates of aging we often observed: graininess; large, well-sepa- too, grew less distinct with time. In young animals, therated nuclei; cavities; and fewer nuclei. Each correlate of aging

cytoplasm and nucleoplasm of most cells was smoothwas scored separately and then summed to give the final score.
and uniform (Figure 1B). However, as the animals grewScores were assigned without knowledge of the age or geno-

type of the worm in the photograph. Overall scores were older, both began to show signs of deterioration (Figure
reevaluated at least once, and a naive observer was asked to 1, C and D). Necrotic cavities of various sizes appeared,
score a selection of photographs in a double-blind experiment. often containing vibrating particles that appeared to

Statistical analysis of tissue damage: Nonparametric analysis
display Brownian motion. Tissues often acquired a cur-of head scores was conducted using the Kruskal-Wallis test
dled texture (Figure 1D).to determine if there were significant differences between

multiple groups, followed by a pairwise comparison, the Mann- Older animals also accumulated shiny, mobile patches
Whitney test. All statistical analysis was conducted using Stat- of a substance that appeared to be yolk. In young ani-
view 5.0.1 (SAS) software. mals, yolk is transported from its site of synthesis in the

RNA interference: Bacterial RNAi clones that shortened
intestine into the gonad, where it is incorporated intoadult life span were identified by a procedure described else-
embryos. It is possible that yolk accumulates in old ani-where (A. Dillin, D. Garigan, D. Crawford, J. Ramond and

C. Kenyon, unpublished results). We then used Nomarski mals when the production of embryos ceases. We exam-
optics to observe the tissue phenotypes of C. elegans cultured ined animals expressing a green fluorescent protein
on these bacteria. (GFP)-tagged yolk protein and confirmed that this sub-

Life spans on nonproliferating bacteria: Antibiotic treatment:
stance was in fact yolk (Figure 1, F and G). We also ob-The OP50 strain typically used as a C. elegans food source was
served shiny but less mobile nonfluorescent material intransformed with a vector containing an ampicillin resistance

gene, which also confers resistance to carbenicillin. Conven- the bodies of GFP-expressing worms; similar, less mobile
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material (presumably something other than yolk) was also area composed of multiple tissue types. It contains the
pharynx, a neuromuscular pump that ingests and grindspresent in non-GFP-expressing worms. Finally, as reported

previously (Klass 1977; Russell and Seppa 1987), we also bacteria, as well as nervous tissue, muscle, and epider-
mis. Using Nomarski optics, we were able to evaluateobserved increased intestinal lipofuscin autofluorescence

(Figure 2). The cellular deterioration that we observed the general character of this body region, but because
cellular boundaries can be indistinct, we were often notduring aging was widespread. To quantify these changes,

we chose to study two areas of the worm in more detail: able to resolve individual tissue types with certainty.
Figure 3 shows representative photographs of heads ofthe head and the germ cells.

The head is a particularly informative and compact animals of different ages, illustrating the changes that
occur in tissue integrity during aging.

To quantify the changes we observed, we analyzed
photographs of 83 individual wild-type worm heads. At
every age, some animals exhibited more extensive tissue
deterioration than did others. This was not surprising,
since some animals of the same genotype live longer
than others. Each animal’s head received a grade on
the basis of the extent of deterioration it exhibited, as
described in materials and methods. As shown in
the scatterplot in Figure 4, we observed a steady trend
toward increasing damage with age. To evaluate these
findings quantitatively, we used the Kruskal-Wallis test,
a nonparametric statistical test, to ask whether there
was a statistically significant relationship between an
animal’s age and its rank within the overall population.
We found that, indeed, the average level of tissue deteri-
oration in the overall population increased with age in
a statisically significant manner (P � 0.0001; Figures 4
and 5 and legends). These findings imply that the tissues
of C. elegans deteriorate in a progressive fashion as the
animals grow older. This tissue decline correlates with
the decreased mobility and flaccid appearance of old
worms that are visible with a low-power dissecting micro-
scope.

Tissue deterioration occurs in the germline of aging
wild-type animals: The only cells that are able to divide
in C. elegans adults are the germline stem cells located
near the distal tip of the gonad (Kimble and White
1981). Thus it was particularly interesting to ask whether
signs of age-related tissue deterioration were present in
this tissue. We found that the germlines of older animals
showed dramatic signs of aging (Figure 1, I–K). The
mitotic germline of C. elegans is a multinucleate syncy-
tium. In older animals, the nuclei were spaced more
widely and the nucleoplasm was disrupted by cavities and
grainy material. In addition, cavities were often apparent
(Figure 1I). Occasionally nuclei appeared to be severely

Figure 1.—Age-related phenotypes. (A) Epidermal nuclei
of a young adult. (B) The head of a young adult. (C) Cavities
(arrowheads). (D) “Curdled,” disordered tissue in the head.
(E) Bacterial packing in the pharynx. (F) Oily droplets (arrow-
heads) in the head of an animal containing a yolk::GFP fusion
protein; GFP fluorescence of same head (G) shows that the
substance is yolk. (H) Intact distal end of the gonad in a young
adult. Pathologies in the distal gonad include cavities (I) and
swollen, granular nuclei (J). (K) “Shriveled” distal gonad con-
taining nuclei that appear cellularized. Arrow indicates distal tip.
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Figure 2.—Accumulation of lipofuscin autofluorescence with age. Wild-type and daf-2(e1370) animals at 2, 5, and 10 days of
adulthood were photographed on the same day under identical conditions.

swollen and grainy (Figure 1J). We frequently observed microscope (Vowels and Thomas 1992). We found
that these animals were shorter than normal (1.0 vs. 1.4gonads in which the nuclei appeared to be cellularized

(Figure 1K). These same gonads also contained rela- mm, P � 0.0001), and their bodies were thinner (47
vs. 54 �m, P � 0.002). In contrast, the mu150 allele,tively few nuclei, giving the structure an overall “shriv-

eled” appearance (Figure 1K). This deterioration of which was isolated in our lab in a screen for long-lived
mutants (see materials and methods), causes animalsthe germline began to be apparent at the fifth day of

adulthood and increased with age. Germline deteriora- to appear much more similar to wild type under the
dissecting microscope than does e1370. Unlike daf-tion was quantified as described above: photographs of

distal gonad arms were scored blind, that is, without 2(e1370) animals, which become dauers permanently at
25�, daf-2(mu150) animals did so only transiently andknowledge of their identities. Each received a value that

reflected the condition of the tissue. Two-day, 5-day, recovered after about a day. In addition, mu150 animals
moved normally and did not produce progeny late in lifeand 10-day-old animals exhibited progressively more ex-

tensive degeneration (Figure 4) and these differences (0/105 animals had progeny after day 6 of adulthood).
Their bodies were not dark like those of e1370 mutantswere statistically significant (Mann-Whitney test: 2 days

vs. 5 days, P � 0.0011; 5 days vs. 10 days, P � 0.018). (we examined them in double-blind experiments), but
resembled wild type, indicating that daf-2 mutations canThus, our findings indicate that the integrity of the

germline declines during the life of the animal. uncouple fat production and longevity. They were only
slightly shorter than normal (1.2 vs. 1.4 mm, P � 0.01)Mutations in the insulin/IGF-1 pathway change the

rate at which both mitotic and postmitotic tissues age: and not thinner (53 vs. 54 �m, P � 0.45). All measure-
ments were made 2 days after animals were shifted fromNext, we asked whether mutations in the insulin/IGF-1

signaling system influence tissue aging. To do this, we 20� to 25� at the L4 molt. Overall, this mutant appears
remarkably similar to wild type in terms of its behaviorexamined two long-lived but otherwise quite dissimilar

daf-2 mutants, daf-2(e1370) and daf-2(mu150), as well as and morphology. In spite of their different phenotypes,
mu150 and e1370 mutants displayed similar mean life-the short-lived daf-16(mu86) null mutant, at different ages

using Nomarski optics. The daf-2(e1370) allele has been span extensions, 121 and 124% longer than those of
wild type, respectively.characterized previously (Kenyon et al. 1993; Dorman

et al. 1995; Larsen et al. 1995; Kimura et al. 1997; Gems We found that the quality of tissue deterioration that
took place in both daf-2 and daf-16 mutants resembledet al. 1998). This mutant has a temperature-sensitive

dauer-constitutive phenotype. When shifted to the re- that of wild type, suggesting that both types of mutants
age in a normal way. All of the mutants displayed in-strictive temperature (25�) at the L4 molt, it becomes

a long-lived adult but has a pleiotropic phenotype. The creased lipofuscin-like intestinal fluorescence at rela-
tively old ages (Figure 2, and data not shown). We foundanimals are uncoordinated and produce progeny late

in life (up to day 40; Gems et al. 1998; D. Garigan and that both the somatic tissues and the germlines of daf-
2(mu150) and daf-16(mu86) mutants exhibited age-C. Kenyon, data not shown). They also shift metabolism

toward fat production (Kimura et al. 1997; Wolkow et related damage that appeared identical to that seen in
wild type (Figure 3 and data not shown). daf-2(e1370)al. 2000) and appear dark when viewed with a dissecting
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Figure 3.—Heads of 2-day and 10-day-old adult wild-type,
daf-16, and daf-2 animals. Representative animals of each geno-
type are shown here, although the appearances of individual
animals within each group varied considerably (see Figure 4).
The score each head received (top right) reflects its overall
extent of damage (see materials and methods). In all pho-
tos, anterior is to the left.

mutants tended to look less damaged even very late in life;
however, because they were prone to die from internally

Figure 4.—Scatter diagrams of values assigned to headshatching progeny, their germlines were difficult to eval- and germ cells. Each dot corresponds to a single animal. All
uate because they were often obscured by quiescent L1 animals were evaluated in two separate sittings. At least one
progeny. Their bodies were somewhat opaque, and they of these evaluations was made without knowledge of the ani-

mal’s age or genotype. Note that this is a nonparametric assess-had less yolk in the body cavity than did wild type,
ment: the scores are essentially grades, and they indicate in-even at advanced ages (perhaps because yolk was still
creasing deterioration but do not have a particular numericalexported into progeny). Also, the frequency of constipa- or quantitative relationship to one another. (For example,

tion and bacterial packing in the pharynx was markedly scoring 4 is not necessarily twice as bad as scoring 2.) We also
reduced in daf-2(e1370) mutants (see Figures 1E and analyzed the heads of several older daf-2(e1370) animals. The

scores of these animals were: day 25, 1, 2, 3, 3; day 30, 1, 4;3), although it was present in some infirm individuals.
day 34, 2.Nevertheless, overall, the bodies of aging e1370 mutants

resembled those of wild type. Interestingly, the tissues
of aging daf-2(mu150) animals were indistinguishable
from those of wild type. We quantified the extent of tissue damage by scoring

Although the character of the tissue deterioration we photographs of individual heads and germ cells in the
observed in daf-2 mutants was similar to that of wild type, distal gonad (Figure 4). Nonparametric analysis of scores
we found that the rate of this deterioration was dramati- assigned to daf-2 and wild-type animals of the same age
cally slowed (Figures 3–5). For example, in daf-2(e1370) confirmed our impression that daf-2 animals exhibited
mutants, the outlines of epidermal nuclei (shown in Fig- significantly less age-related damage in both body re-
ure 1A) were clearly visible until at least 20 days of adult- gions. For example, in 5-day-old adults, comparison of
hood, compared to �5 days in wild type. In addition, scores by the Mann-Whitney statistical test showed daf-2
it was not until daf-2 animals were �20 days old that we and wild-type tissue to be significantly different. (N2 vs.

e1370 heads, P � 0.0001; N2 vs. mu150 heads, P �began to see cavities and “curdled” tissues.
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Figure 5.—Pairwise comparisons between heads (A) and germ cells (B) of animals of different genotypes and ages. Each set
of animals of a particular age and genotype shown in Figure 4 was compared to every other set. First, the Kruskal-Wallis test was
used to determine whether a significant difference was present between animals of different genotypes that were the same age.
This test was also used to look for significant differences between animals of the same genotype at different ages (see text). If
a significant difference was observed, then the Mann-Whitney test was used to carry out pairwise comparisons between the
individual groups within that set, assigning P-values to each pair. The P-values are listed in the vertices of the triangle, at the
intersection between the two groups compared. Each cell is color coded. The color of the cell corresponds to the group that
appeared more youthful, that is, the group that exhibited a lower level of deterioration. The shading of the color indicates the
relative significance of that difference. daf-2 cells are split in half to accommodate the e1370 (top half) and mu150 (bottom half)
alleles. The P-value is influenced by the number of animals present in each group; this number (n) is given in the central
column of each side. When heads of all four genotypes of 2-day-old animals were treated as a group, no significant difference
emerged by the Kruskal-Wallis test. Therefore we did not perform Mann-Whitney pairwise comparisons between these groups.

0.0003; N2 vs. e1370 germ cells, P � 0.001; N2 vs. mu150 The C. elegans genes expressed as dsRNA by these bacte-
ria were B0205.10, which encodes a novel protein withgerm cells, P � 0.001; Figure 5). We also examined the

tissues of daf-16 mutants, whose mean life spans were a proline-rich region and a transmembrane domain; gld-1,
which encodes a germline tumor suppressor protein10–20% shorter than normal at 25�. daf-16 animals did

not look dramatically older than age-matched wild-type (Francis et al. 1995a,b); Y53C10A.1, which encodes a
protein with coiled-coil domains; M01G12.4, which en-animals until the tenth day of adulthood. These differ-

ences were apparent for both heads (Mann-Whitney, codes a rhodopsin-like G-protein-coupled receptor ho-
molog; and Y53C10A.12, which encodes the only homo-P � 0.01) and germ cells (Mann-Whitney, P � 0.02).

daf-16 animals at this age were predicted to be dead log of the C. elegans heat-shock factor. Worms cultured
on these bacteria were all dead by 10 days of adulthood,within 2 days, whereas wild-type animals have a longer

life expectancy (maximum daf-16 life span, 12 days; max- whereas �80% of control animals were still alive. To
ask which of these RNAi clones might accelerate aging,imum wild-type life span, 19 days). In contrast, daf-2

mutants, which significantly outlive both wild-type and we examined 5-day-old RNAi-treated adults by Nomarski
optics. Four of the five clones clearly did not cause 5-day-daf-16 animals, began to look younger than daf-16 mu-

tants as early as 2 days of adulthood (Mann-Whitney, old worms to look older than normal. For example, the
gld-1(RNAi) clone, which causes ectopic germline prolif-P � 0.04).

Nomarski optics can be used to assay for progeria: eration, caused germ cells to accumulate in the body
cavity of day-5 adults but did not affect tissue morphology.A major goal in the study of C. elegans’ aging is to be able

to identify mutations that accelerate the aging process. Another clone, Y53C10A.1, caused a tissue degradation
phenotype that did not resemble that of normal agingFrom a screen of 2445 individual clones of a chromo-

some I bacterial RNAi library (Fraser et al. 2000), we (Figure 6). However, one clone, Y53C10A.12, produced
a truly striking progeric phenotype. When viewed by No-identified five bacterial RNAi strains that shortened the

life span of C. elegans (A. Dillin, D. Garigan, D. Craw- marski optics, 5-day-old animals grown on Y53C10A.12
dsRNA at 25� looked like normal animals at a muchford, J. Ramond and C. Kenyon, unpublished results).

In our screen, the animals were subjected to RNAi from older age; they resembled wild-type animals that were
10–15 days old. They contained cavities and deterio-hatching, and young adults appeared active and healthy.
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Figure 6.—Phenotypes of wild-type 5-day-old adult C. elegans
on RNA bacteria. Unlike animals cultured on bacteria express-
ing vector alone, animals cultured on bacteria expressing
Y53C10A.12 (hsf-1) dsRNA displayed bacteria packing the
pharynx (black arrowheads) and degradation of the pharyn-
geal muscle (white arrowheads). See Figures 1 and 3 for com-
parison with old animals. The other two images demonstrate
a relatively normal phenotype (M01G12.4) or a sick-but-not-
old phenotype (Y53C10A.1). Unlike normal old animals, those
cultured on Y53C10A.1 dsRNA displayed a bizarre degradation
of the structure of pharynx muscle, so that structures including
the grinder and muscle fibers were not visible. We never ob-
served this in normal old animals. Animals were cultured at 25�.

rated tissue that had the curdled texture characteristic
of old animals. In addition, their pharynx and gastroin-
testinal tracts were packed with bacteria (Figures 6 and Figure 7.—Treatment with hsf-1 dsRNA phenocopies nor-
7). These animals were also short lived and progeric at mal aging. Seven-day-old adults cultured on control bacteria

look reasonably youthful (A), whereas age-matched animals20�, where they had a mean life span that was 38%
cultured on bacteria expressing hsf-1 dsRNA (B) have manyshorter than that of control animals (10.7 vs. 17.2 days;
features in common with non-RNAi-treated 15-day-old animalsFigure 8). We quantified the phenotypes of day-7 ani- (C). Among these features are bacteria packing the pharynx

mals grown at 20� by photographing them and scoring (black arrowheads) and degradation of the pharyngeal tissue
them blind, as described above. Of 13 control animals (white arrowheads). Constipation of the anterior gastrointesti-

nal tract is also visible in B. All animals are wild type and wereexamined, 1 received a score of 1, 11 received a score
cultured at 20�.of 2, and 1 received a score of 3. In contrast, 5/14

animals cultured on hsf-1 dsRNA received a score of 3 and
9/14 received a score of 4 (P � 0.0001; Mann-Whitney totic cells, which have a characteristic refractile appear-
test). Thus, unlike the other four genes whose RNAi phe- ance (Sulston et al. 1983), in the somatic tissues of
notypes we examined, this gene, which encodes the C. wild-type and mutant animals during aging and failed
elegans heat-shock factor, is a candidate for a gene that to observe them. However, to test the role of apoptosis
functions in normal animals to prolong youthfulness in a more definitive way, we examined the life spans of
and retard the aging process. ced-3 mutants, which lack a caspase that is required for

Apoptosis is unlikely to influence aging in C. elegans: apoptosis in C. elegans. In ced-3 mutants, cells that should
One of the goals of this study was to identify possible die instead remain alive and, at least in some cases,
causes of death in C. elegans. In C. elegans, 131 cells differentiate into functional cells. We reasoned that if
undergo programmed cell death, or apoptosis, during programmed cell death influences organismal death,
development, and additional apoptosis occurs among mutants defective in apoptosis should have abnormal,
the meiotic precursor cells in the germline (Sulston possibly extended, life spans. However, we found that
and Horvitz 1977; Sulston et al. 1983; Gumienny et ced-3 mutants had life spans that were indistinguishable
al. 1999). An important question is whether apoptosis from those of wild type (Figure 9). Similar results have

been observed previously by the Horvitz lab and by T.influences life span in C. elegans. We looked for apop-
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Figure 9.—ced-3(n1286) mutants, which lack programmed
cell death, have normal life spans. The wild-type strain (n �Figure 8.—Life spans of wild-type animals cultured at 20�
67) is the isogenic parent of the ced-3(n1286) mutant (n � 47;on bacteria expressing hsf-1 double-stranded RNA (n � 62)
Mantel-Cox Logrank P � 0.21).or vector only (n � 58; Mantel-Cox Logrank P � 0.0001).

life-span extension required the death of the bacteria,Johnson (personal communication). We conclude that
we determined the life spans of animals grown on liveapoptosis does not play a significant role in determining
bacteria whose growth was arrested with carbenicillin.wild-type life span.
We found that this, too, increased life span (Figure 10).C. elegans is killed by its food: C. elegans is normally
Thus we conclude that live bacteria per se are not harmfulcultured on a lawn of OP50 bacteria (Brenner 1974).
to C. elegans; instead, something associated with bacterialIn wild-type and daf-16 animals older than 5 days of adult-
growth and proliferation kills them.hood and in mu150 animals older than 15 days of adult-

hood, the pharynx and both the anterior and posterior
portions of the intestine were frequently distended and

DISCUSSION
packed with bacteria (Figure 1E and data not shown).
We hypothesized that bacterial proliferation within the We have found that Nomarski microscopy provides a

powerful way to monitor and quantify the aging processgastrointestinal tract might contribute to this packing.
To test this, we grew worms on bacteria that were unable in C. elegans. This technique does not permit a detailed

study of individual tissue types, because many of theto proliferate, including bacteria killed by UV treatment
or by the antibiotic kanamycin, as well as live bacteria boundaries between cells and tissues cannot be resolved.

It does, however, permit a general assessment of the qualitywhose growth was arrested by the bacteriostatic agent car-
benicillin. We found that worms grown on these three of cells and tissues that make up most of the body mass.

Using this method, we find that tissues of wild-type animalskinds of nonproliferating bacteria had much lower rates
of constipation during their lifetime, although at least deteriorate progressively during aging. Like old humans,

old worms have a very characteristic appearance, whichsome of these animals did become constipated shortly
before death (Figure 10). Thus we conclude that bacte- is easily recognized by the experienced eye.

One objective of this study was to learn how mutationsrial proliferation within the gastrointestinal tract is the
major cause of constipation in old animals. in the insulin/IGF-1 signaling pathway influence the

aging of the body. The relevance of this pathway toPreviously, Gems and Riddle (2000) showed that cul-
turing worms on UV-killed bacteria extended mean life aging has been questioned by some who have asserted

that mutations in this pathway do not affect the rate atspan of hermaphrodites by �16%. We also determined
the life spans of animals grown on UV-irradiated bacte- which the aging process takes place (Hayflick 1999).

Our findings contradict this view. By defining the phe-ria and found that, under our conditions, mean life span
was increased 30–40% (Figure 10). Why do UV-irradiated notype of tissue aging and comparing photographs of

normal and mutant C. elegans, we were able to infer thatbacteria extend life span? UV irradiation damages cellu-
lar components and may also induce the bacterial SOS age-related deterioration proceeds at different rates in

normal vs. mutant animals. The rate of tissue deteriora-response, which is associated with many physiological
changes that could conceivably trigger a life-span-exten- tion is slowed by mutations that lengthen life span and

is accelerated by mutations that shorten life span. Thus,sion response. To ask whether the effect was specific to
UV, we also determined the life spans of animals grown we propose that this endocrine system influences life

span by changing the rate at which the tissues of theon bacteria killed with kanamycin. These, too, lived
longer than normal (Figure 10). Finally, to ask whether animal age.
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tempered by the finding that SIR2 protein, which regu-
lates the mitotic life span of yeast, also functions in
the C. elegans insulin/IGF-1 system (Tissenbaum and
Guarente 2001). Our findings, too, argue against this
possibility, since insulin/IGF-1 mutations affect the tis-
sue quality of the mitotic germline lineages as well as
the postmitotic somatic lineages. One caveat about this
conclusion is that it is not clear how long during adult-
hood the germline remains mitotic. It is possible that
at some point germline cells stop dividing and that the
insulin/IGF-1 pathway mutations affect their integrity
after that time.

Another goal of this study was to learn whether No-
marski optics would allow us to distinguish short-lived
mutants that were simply sick from those that might be
aging prematurely. This type of analysis seemed likely
to be informative: in the case of humans, a young person
with a terminal illness, who has a short expected life
span, would never be confused with old person. We were
pleased to find that a cursory examination allowed us
to discard, immediately, four of five short-lived RNAi-
treated strains from further consideration as progeric
animals. Interestingly, one clone did cause animals that
were young to resemble normal, old animals. These
animals’ tissues displayed the curdled texture and cavity-
ridden appearance so characteristic of old animals. Fur-
thermore, they were constipated, suggesting that their
physiology, too, was similar to that of older animals.
Thus we conclude that this RNAi clone is an excellent
candidate for a gene that prevents progeria.

Nomarski analysis will never provide definitive proof
that a short-lived mutant is aging precociously. Specifi-
cally, it is possible that these animals are in a physiologi-
cal state that is not the same as that of normal old animals
but nevertheless causes them to resemble old animals
when viewed with Nomarski optics. The case for proge-
ria would be strengthened by examining gene expres-
sion profiles to confirm that animals that appear older
than normal also display gene expression patterns char-
acteristic of old animals. In addition, if a gene encodes
a protein that carries out a rate-limiting step in the aging
process, then overexpression should lengthen life span.

Figure 10.—Life spans of C. elegans cultured on proliferat- In spite of these caveats, we would like to emphasize that
ing OP50 bacteria vs. either arrested or dead OP50 bacteria. the morphology of these animals was quite striking. As
(Top) The life span of C. elegans cultured on carbenicillin- shown in Figure 1, the Nomarski aging phenotype issensitive (arrested) OP50 (n � 40) and OP50 containing a

quite complex, involving many different morphologicalcarbenicillin-resistance plasmid (n � 49), both in the presence
features (tissue texture, constipation, etc.), and theseof carbenicillin. (Middle) The life span of C. elegans cultured

on kanamycin-sensitive (killed) OP50 (n � 31) and OP50 RNAi-treated young animals closely resembled normal
containing a kanamycin-resistance plasmid (n � 52), both in old animals. They were analogous to 45-year-old people
the presence of kanamycin. (Bottom) The life span of C. who looked 70.elegans cultured on UV-killed (n � 34) and untreated OP50

The identity of this progeric RNAi clone was very(n � 58) bacteria.
interesting: it encodes a homolog of HSF, which is the
transcription factor that activates expression of heat-
shock genes in response to heat shock and oxidativeSome have argued that the genetic analysis of aging

in C. elegans will not reveal universal mechanisms of stress. Thus the finding that hsf-1(RNAi) shortens life
span and produces a progeric Nomarski phenotype sug-aging control, because, unlike many higher organisms,

cells in the adult are postmitotic. This criticism has been gests the hypothesis that this transcription factor, and
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thus presumably the stress response it regulates, acts in Second, the schedule of progeny production, which is
delayed in calorically restricted animals (D. Crawfordnormal animals to prolong youthfulness and extend life

span by retarding the aging process. One possibility is and C. Kenyon, unpublished results), is normal in these
animals (data not shown). Likewise, Gems and Riddlethat improperly folded proteins that accumulate during

aging activate heat-shock factor, which in turn would (2000) showed that UV-irradiated bacteria do not affect
the morphology or reproduction of C. elegans and thusbe expected to activate the expression of heat-shock

genes (Freeman et al. 1999). Many of these genes are do not cause caloric restriction. Finally, bacteria treated
with carbenicillin are still alive; their growth is simplyknown to encode chaperones, which could bind to and

stabilize, or help to refold, improperly folded proteins. arrested by the antibiotic. Thus their nutritional value
should be the same as (or similar to) normal. Thus weAlthough this is the first demonstration that the heat-

shock system acts in normal animals to prevent a syn- conclude that none of these treatments cause caloric
restriction. Instead, something about proliferating bac-drome that resembles precocious aging, a link between

the heat-shock response and aging has been demon- teria per se seems to be detrimental to the animals.
Interestingly, when we examined the tissues of fivestrated previously. The expression of heat-shock pro-

teins has been shown to increase during aging in wild- long-lived animals shown at the top of Figure 10 at 15
days of adulthood, we found that they looked very old,type C. elegans (Cherkasova et al. 2000) and in some

long-lived mutants (Walker et al. 2001). In addition, just as old as age-matched controls (data not shown).
This suggests that bacteria may not influence the ratemany long-lived C. elegans mutants are thermotolerant

(Lithgow et al. 1995; Cypser and Johnson 1999; Yang of tissue aging of the animals, but instead that they may
cause a catastrophic death once the animals’ health hasand Wilson 1999, 2000; Johnson et al. 2000; Murakami

et al. 2000), and heat pretreatment can extend C. elegans declined sufficiently. One possibility is that the bacterial
packing we saw in the gastrointestinal tract kills thelife span by up to 23% (Lithgow et al. 1995; Cypser and

Johnson 2002). Overexpression of Hsp70 in Drosophila animals. Since this packing is markedly reduced in the
absence of bacterial proliferation, this is a plausiblehas been shown to cause a small (4%) increase in mean

life span (but no increase in maximum life span; Tatar explanation. A related explanation, also suggested by
Gems and Riddle (2000), is that proliferating bacteriaet al. 1997). It will be interesting to learn whether overex-

pression of C. elegans hsf-1, which is predicted to regulate actually enter the tissues of the old worms, causing infec-
tions that kill the animal. In general, we did not observethe entire heat-shock response, might extend life span

to a greater extent. bacteria in the tissues of old animals; however, we may
In addition to providing a way of examining the aging not have noted small but nevertheless lethal amounts.

process in long- and short-lived mutants, Nomarski ex- It is also possible that once the bacteria enter the tissues,
amination also suggested possible causes of death. One they proliferate and kill the animal rapidly (the tissues
of the most striking phenotypes exhibited by older ani- of dead animals almost always contain bacteria). If this
mals was bacterial packing in the pharynx and the ante- is the case, then simply by chance we may have failed
rior and posterior regions of the intestine. This packing to view any animals during this short time window. Fi-
was never observed in young animals, which must there- nally, we cannot rule out a completely different possibil-
fore be resistant to it. We found that bacterial packing ity: that proliferating bacteria produce a toxin that kills
was greatly reduced if the bacteria were incapable of the animals.
proliferation. This suggests that, as the animal ages, it Because daf-2 mutants live 100% longer than normal,
loses the capacity to prevent bacterial proliferation in its much longer than the 30–40% extension conferred by
gastrointestinal tract. Bacterial packing in the pharynx nonproliferating bacteria, it is unlikely that they are
could be due to the decreased rate of pumping observed long-lived simply because they are able to resist bacterial
in older animals (Kenyon et al. 1993), which might give growth or infections. However, many life-span mutants
bacteria time to proliferate before expulsion. Alterna- in C. elegans do live �30% longer than normal. It should
tively, young (but not old) animals might produce an be possible to determine whether any of these mutants
antibacterial substance that renders ingested bacteria are long-lived because they are resistant to bacteria, since
incapable of division. their life spans should not be increased further by growth

In addition to reducing bacterial packing, feeding on nonproliferating bacteria.
worms bacteria that were incapable of proliferation ex-
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